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To meet notably land planning and urbanistic needs, a working scale of 1/10.000 for the new Geological Map of Wallonia has been choosen (1/25.000 for the published maps). This
scale is also appropriate to cartography other thematic items related with geology to generate a full performant tool that suits the demands of the users (geological, geomorphological, geotechnical and old exploitations items).

Outcrops and borings of the
Geological Map of Wallonia

In order to draw the Geological Map of Wallonia, ten
geologists of several institutions (UCL, ULg, ULB, UMons,
FUNDP and SGB) are collecting new field data and are
reviewing the SGB archives.
More than 110.000 outcrops and borings (60.000 descriptions) are now recorded in a new database, for 92
maps on 142. The next step is to include about 200.000
descriptions of old points from archives and the future
data, to update the geological map.

Geological items

Some others geological items have been gathered and
localised, on the basis of mine files and maps and scientific and historic descriptions :
• metallic ore deposits, by UMons (1.200 objects –
scale between 1/1.000 and 1/40.000);
• iron ore deposits and layers, by ULg (3.300 objects –
scale between 1/1.000 and 1/40.000);
Geochemical data, collected on the field, are also available (about 9.900 spots).

Geomorphological items

The Thematic application is aimed not only to show the
objects and their localisation, but also to inform about
the administrative requirements for construction or industry, linked to these objects.
Three items and their relative requirements are showed
on the Thematics WebGIS service :
• the Atlas of Walloon Karst (8.000 objects);
• landslides in the western and eastern parts;
• zones of falling rocks.
The two last thematics have been collected by ULg, on
an initiative of DGO4. The Atlas of Walloon Karst is based
on an initiative of DGO3, and done by the CWEPSS, in
collaboration with DGO4. The scale of these items is
1/10.000.
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Mines and ancient exploitations items

Wallonia has a 8 centuries old mining (coal, zinc, lead, pyrite and iron)
and quarrying history, on various rocks and ores, with a noticeably development of underground works. The gathering of data has begun in
1997, for the prevention of mining hazards. It was quickly completed
by the collect of data on non strict "mines" items. The work is to be achieved in 2014. These items comprise :
• the last perimeter of 354 mining concessions, kept or created after 1793 - scale 1/10.000;
• 12.000 mine shafts or gallery exits (30.000 occurences) – average scale : 1/2.500;
• mine drainage galleries - average scale 1/10.000;
• underground exploitations of coal – scale 1/10.000;
• maps of past soil subsidence (coal mines);
• 5.000 underground quarries, on a base of cadastral
plots, and for less than 300 quarries, with plans – scale
1/1.000 to 1/5.000;
• about 1.500 iron ore exploitations (mostly superficial) –
scale 1/1.000 to 1/40.000;
• more than 800 slag heaps of collieries;
• zones of recommanded consultation of the Direction of
Industrial, Geological and Mining Hazards, because of
the presence of underground exploitations;
• zones of administrative and geotechnical requirements
Buffer incorporating the risk and uncertainty factors
linked to mine works sensu stricto.
around mine shafts and underground quarries near Mons

Present WebGIS application to consult Thematic items

Perspectives

A "Certificate of Underground State" will be developed in
order to integrate all these data in a document to join to
application forms for permits or to real estate transactions. It will also serve data on seismicity and radon hazards.
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